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Abstract
When people communicate with telephone type systems, it is often assumed that the listener would notice any modification of the speaker’s voice. It is possible however to introduce small changes that would not be noticed by a listener but could modify the reading of a Voice Stress Analyser, popularly referred to as a lie detector. Existing approaches to checking the integrity of voice require significant amounts of processing or are able to detect only non-subtle modification such as change of speaker. With the advent of real time voice modification using software and hardware based signal processing, we argue that it is not possible at present to easily determine if a received unencrypted voice message has been modified in some subtle way. This is particularly important in the current climate of biometric and psychophysiological analysis. We critically investigate alternative approaches to a voice integrity check in the light of the subtle changes that might be made to a speaker’s voice and propose a method that enables voice integrity checking for digital communications in a variety of scenarios.
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1.0 Introduction
Current digital communication systems are becoming integrated with local network services in a move towards greater mobility and flexibility. For example, Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) is used locally within networks and assists in reducing costs. Within this new environment new technologies such as speaker identification systems are developing. These technologies are becoming more robust and the gathering and usage of biometric and psychophysiological information is increasing.

In many voice communication systems the voice information is encrypted using robust techniques and this may act to prevent third party real-time modification of the voice communication. With some new developments such as VOIP implementation, secure encryption adds to the processing overheads and the latency inherent in the communication. Therefore much of the communication traffic may run as unencrypted data to keep latency to a minimum especially where transmission delays are an issue.
It is possible to access VOIP communications using packet-sniffing approaches. This gives rise to the possibility of interception and transmission of the voice data packets, in an attack commonly called the man-the-middle-attack. Until recently the modification of a voice signal would be difficult to achieve in real time or would involve such delays or gross distortion of the original signal that it would be likely that such an attack would be detected. It is now possible to modify voice parameters subtly that give rise to possible privacy and security risks.

The low cost of secondary storage space required to store digital data is enabling long-term storage of communications sessions. Often this may be for prevention of fraud or training purposes, but in many instances, data is kept as a matter of course and may find use in consumer profiling.

With Voice Stress Analysis (VSA) becoming ubiquitous as a method of determining truthfulness and currently popular in the U.K. insurance market, it is important that any data gathered that might find later use has not been tampered with by a third party or those storing data. We propose that using the emotion cue content of a speech provides a robust method for checking message integrity and can be used to check for third party modification of the voice. Speaker Identification and authentication would not form the basis for message integrity, as it is possible to make subtle changes to the voice that would not affect the parameters used for speaker identification. In the instance of jitter or microtremors, (Smith, 1977. Ruiz, Legros, & Guell, 1990) these are often ignored by voice authentication systems, but find extensive use in VSA devices.

1.1 Background

There has been a great deal of voice emotion research by groups such as the Geneva Emotion Research Group. Scherer pointed out the possibilities of resynthesis in better understanding emotion in the voice and a move towards a more theoretical approach to work in this area (Scherer, 1989. Scherer, Johnstone & Bänziger, 1998. Scherer, 1995. Johnstone & Scherer, 1999. Schuller Lang & Rigoll 2002).

The types of cues that might be analysed could include:

- **Pitch information**, including the mean pitch, its amplitude, its variation and rate and direction of change, in addition to the formants. These are strong harmonics that give a voice its characteristic sound.
• **Amplitude variation** during and between utterances as a whole and in different frequency bands. It is possible to consider a general envelope and also more specific peaks in different formant amplitudes.

• **Low frequency changes** otherwise known as jitter or micro tremors (Smith, 1977. Ruiz, Legros, & Guell, 1990).

VSA manufacturers suggest that the changes in these parameters during speech provides psychophysiological evidence for a speaker's emotional state and can be used to determine truthfulness of a statement by looking for stress cues. Although many researchers currently consider VSA devices be very unreliable (Janniho, M. J., & Cestaro, V. L. 1996. Meyerhoff, Saviolakis, Koening & Yurick, 2001) such devices still find extensive use in the insurance industry in the UK. It is also possible that more accurate and robust techniques for Voice Stress Analysis (VSA) will exist in the future and this provides a motivation for developing voice integrity checks.

1.2 Watermarking and Fingerprinting Strategies

Watermarks and fingerprints are information that is hidden in a file. Watermarks are often copyright messages that are file specific and fingerprints are often unique messages, for example that might identify the file’s owner. This type of message hiding is known as steganography. Providing message integrity might be achieved in a number of ways. These include

• **Fragile Watermarking.** This approach to steganography is not particularly robust, and often relies on changes in either the amplitude or frequency domain to least significant bits. This is often considered as unsuitable for voice data, as the watermarks are often unable to survive the compression process.

With traditional watermarking, the purpose is often to prove ownership and methods exist to remove the watermark data, using tools such as Stirmark (Petitcolas, Anderson & Kuhn, (1998)) often restricting the effectiveness of the watermark. In this instance the watermark is to show integrity of the file and any hacker would be required to modify the data without affecting the watermark. This is far more difficult and would require knowledge of the watermarking process.
• **Semi-Fragile Watermarking.** These schemes accept some changes to a file or to a data stream but work with respect to a threshold. This could allow basic tone control or amplitude changes, but not changing the length of the file for example. By only placing data across frequency bands that are not quantised or lost in lossy compression such as MP3 it is possible to retain the watermark even when compression takes place. It may be difficult to guarantee the integrity of data with this approach as it is possible to make changes below the threshold.

• **Robust Watermarking.** These watermarks are designed to withstand attacks and are suitable for embedding copyright information. This might be in conjunction with a web spider in order to check for marked files.

• **Content Based Watermarking.** Wu and Kuo (2001) have considered a semi-fragile watermarking scheme based on semantic content. In this instance semantic is taken to mean higher level detail such as pitch. This approach adopts a semi-fragile approach, which provides clear indication of dramatic changes in the voice as a result of modification, but would not identify changes to the high frequency energy or the addition or removal of jitter. The tests carried out involved replacing one speaker's voice with another.

### 2.0 Hacking

There are many opportunities for subtle modifications of emotional voice cues. This modification may be subtle and difficult to identify.

Different VSA devices use different voice emotion cues to decide on the veracity of statements made by a subject. However it is very simple to remove jitter using a very steep high pass filter or to add jitter either by modulation of the voice signal or by adding a very low frequency waveform between 8 and 15Hz. For many traditional VSA approaches this is sufficient to modify the readings of the VSA device. Devices might also use other voice stress cues such as frequency changes in the second formant or changes in high frequency energy.

To demonstrate a simple hacking approach we have developed tools such as a jitter generator (JitGen4) that can add jitter in a variety of ways (Fig 1.). Including the generation of low frequencies and the modulation of the speech signal. These have been developed using graphical modular synthesiser development tools such as SynthEdit (McClintock, 2002) and run in AudioMulch (Bencina, Ross 2004), a VST (Steinberg) real time processing environments.
We have developed simple filters (Fig 2.) that can also be used in the same environment together with off-the-shelf audio compressors to limit the dynamic variation for a given frequency range. If used in conjunction with expanders to increase the dynamic variation in a different frequency range, the overall envelope does not appear to change but the processing can have a significant impact on the voice emotion cues.

Although these devices are crude, they demonstrate the potential of "Emotion Hacking" and associated risks to privacy. Third party use could lead to erroneous judgements made about the speaker and the semantic content of their message. This effectively leads to a breakdown in trust.

3.0 Requirements
The requirements of integrity checking are very different from the need to retain information within a file. This implies that the embedded data needs to be suitably immune to transfer
through a communications network but not robust enough to survive changes to harmonic content or jitter. General requirements are listed:

- **Blind detection**: This is where the file contains data that self validates the integrity and does not rely on an original file being available, this is of particular importance when the integrity check may need to occur in real time upon receiving a spoken message.
- **Low Distortion**: The impact of adding a fingerprint does not degrade the quality of the transmission.
- **Low Latency**: The delay caused by adding the fingerprint, encryption and validating the data on reception should not have an impact on the communication.
- **Low Data Rate**: The amount of data added by the fingerprinting process, should be small.

Low latency can be partly achieved by only having very small amounts of data that have to be encrypted. If we consider common hacking techniques such as:

- **Ciphertext only attack**. If we know the structure of a file then file predictability allows us to know when we have successfully attacked an encrypted message.
- **Known plaintext attack**. If we know part of a message, then it is much easier to attack by attempting to encrypt the known message fragment and comparing to the encrypted file.
- **Chosen plaintext attack**. This is where we encrypt a message with the public key and try to decode. This is very time consuming and is often described as a brute force attack.
- **Man-in-the-middle attack**. Intercept and pass on.
- **Timing attack**. The time taken to encrypt is used as an indication of the key size, this is a sophisticated attack and difficult to perform.

A small amount of encrypted data sent with no encrypted header is difficult to attack, in terms of breaking the encryption.

**4.0 Proposed Emotion Profile Integrity Checking**

To ensure low latency only a small amount of encryption is carried out. The encrypted data is a randomly generated seed that is used to generate a pseudorandom sequence. The sequence generated is used to indicate the parameters used to perform the integrity check, and at what intervals in the file. The encrypted seed is sent to the receiver who is also able to generate the same sequence and can extract the voice parameters in order to check them. The use of a seed to generate the numbers has a number of advantages. It needs no encrypted file header and is relatively small. This makes it difficult to attack using standard cryptanalysis techniques. The proposed approach is illustrated in Fig.3 at the end of the paper.
Although we are of the opinion that transmission without compression is impractical due to the high bandwidth required, we feel that as part of a communications system any insertion and extraction of a fingerprint for integrity checking should take place in the compressed file, directly prior to, and after transmission. This removes the need for the fingerprint to be robust enough to survive lossy compression.

An authentication system needs to embed a fingerprint that is both unique and that allows the integrity of the data to be checked. It needs to be able to work without user intervention and in near real time. That is, with a low enough latency to be undetectable.

We propose a voice integrity checking method based on emotional cue features. Unlike existing techniques we consider not a semantic based approach but a psychophysiological approach that could possibly be combined with a fingerprint. The approach taken is developed to indicate any modification that might have taken place. Previous work by Wu and Kuo (2001) has suggested that changes to the brightness (they might mean tone in this context) or amplification should not damage the watermark. We suggest that the listener carries out any required modification to the sound data in real time and that stored files should remain faithful to the received data. This would prevent accidental modification of emotional cues that might later be used for analysis. To ensure that this does not occur, we would suggest that fingerprinting files for integrity checking remain fragile.

If a seeded pseudorandom selection of emotion characteristics is used to generate encrypted data in either packet headers or in least significant bits, this can be extracted simply at the other end. Not every feature needs to be sent simultaneously and this makes it difficult to hack such a system, as it would identify parameters in the voice with high risk, when it comes to the use of stress analysis.

Examples of possible parameters for the integrity checking include:

- Pitch variation
- Mean energy in given frequency band
- Jitter levels
- Jitter frequency
- Distance between formants
- Ratios between formant amplitudes
5.0 Conclusion

The current available techniques for voice authentication and message integrity checking are suitable for detecting many of the changes in the voice but may not be strong enough to detect the very subtle changes that can be used used for modifying voice emotion cues. The proposed approach allows a combination of fragile watermarking and a secure emotion cue content-based system to provide security for the listener. Security for the speaker would require additional fingerprinting to show that the listener had not retrospectively modified the file and the fingerprint.

As VSA devices become more sophisticated and with Moore's law (Moore, 1965) still holding true and providing the potential for very low latency complex processing, the requirements of integrity and authentication checking will change. Our proposal anticipates some of these changes and provides a novel and robust approach to voice integrity checking.

The advantages of our approach include better risk analysis in deciding which aspects of the voice signal should be ignored in any stress analysis and a robust integrity check that requires less processing overheads than current strategies that use encryption.

5.1 Future Work

Work needs to be carried out to test the proposed method in real communication scenarios. We also need to ascertain the extent to which real time processing of media makes integrity checking necessary. This may be achievable by developing the tools that might be used to modify the voice and investigating their impact on VSA devices. The work in this area will hopefully lead to more rigorous methods for Voice Stress Analysis and more reliable techniques for preventing such analysis when required.
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